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Emerging viral threats in Australia 
Erin HarveyA and Charles S. P. FosterB,C,*

ABSTRACT 

Pathogenic viruses pose significant threats to human health. Consequently, it is important to 
consider the mechanisms by which viruses might emerge and spread both within Australia and 
internationally. Australia is relatively isolated from major global population centres, reachable 
only by international flight or long boat journey (with the exception of the most southern and 
eastern parts of Indonesia). This isolation, coupled with the island nature of Australia, allows 
broadly effective interventions to be put in place to minimise the effect of viruses circulating 
internationally. However, the threats posed by virus transmission emerging from within Australia, 
including from novel animal reservoirs as a consequence of anthropogenic activities, warrant 
investigation. Here we discuss the current emerging viral threats to Australia and the likelihood of 
a virus emerging from a domestic reservoir. We also discuss the importance of virus discovery 
methods for understanding the diversity and ecology of viruses in our invasive and native wildlife 
populations.  
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Introduction 

Theoretical and technological advancements since the mid-1990s have greatly improved 
the ability of global public health bodies to respond to emerging pandemic threats.1 

Nevertheless, the emergence of SARS-CoV-2 and subsequent global spread of the virus 
during the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted how vulnerable we remain to pandemic 
events in the 21st Century. Our world is rapidly changing, with an unprecedented degree 
of global interconnectedness, and the looming threat of diseases emerging because of 
anthropogenic activities and their flow on effects.2 In the past decades, increasingly 
frequent extreme-weather events associated with climate change have often led to out-
breaks of disease in their wake.3 Other hallmarks of human life in the 21st Century such 
as urbanisation, industrialised farming and changing land use have unmistakable effects 
on the ecosystems around human populations, and these equally affect the dynamics of 
virus evolution and emergence.2 However, not all countries are equally at risk. The 
likelihood of the emergence and sustained transmission of a pathogenic virus within a 
given region is affected by the interplay between factors such as demographics, geogra-
phy, infrastructure and biodiversity. In this paper, we consider the intersection of these 
components to evaluate how viral threats emerge, and what the emerging viral threats to 
Australia might be. 

Risk factors for virus introduction and transmission 

Many factors contribute to the emergence of a virus in the human population, with both 
ecological and sociological elements being equally important.2 The majority of emerging 
infections identified from the mid-20th Century have been of zoonotic origin, whereby 
transmission occurs from an animal reservoir into humans followed by sustained human- 
to-human transmission.4 It is important to identify animals acting as reservoirs for viruses 
with pathogenic potential. For example, live-animal ‘wet’ markets have previously been 
identified as areas of strong concern for zoonotic pathogen spillover given that they 
represent an intersection between ‘exotic’ animals harbouring potentially novel patho-
gens and (often) a densely populated area with an immunologically naive population.5,6 

The likelihood of the global spread of emerging viruses into naïve populations has 
increased through a high degree of global interconnectedness.2 Australia is in a unique 
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position, being the most isolated inhabited continent in the 
world and reachable only by international flight or exten-
sive journey by boat from major global population centres 
beyond Indonesia. These factors allow the risk of the spread 
of an introduced pathogenic virus to be reduced. For exam-
ple, during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Australia’s isolation enabled the rapid closure of interna-
tional borders. Coupled with Australia’s low-density popu-
lation, this isolation from the global community enabled 
effective isolation of positive cases and prevented uncon-
trolled spread of infections across the country until the even-
tual relaxation of public health measures. Consequently, the 
trajectory of SARS-CoV-2 infections in Australia was far dif-
ferent from most other countries that did not have the same 
geographic isolation and population dynamics.7,8 

The increasing human population demands greater 
resources and puts ecosystems under increasing strain 
through urbanisation and increased population density, 
which increases the risk of disease transmission.2 Associated 
habitat destruction destabilises ecosystems and hastens the 
rate of species extinctions. We cannot predict fully how these 
significant ecosystem disruptions will affect virus evolution. 
Viral lineages could go extinct with their hosts, or, alterna-
tively, they could adapt to increasing evolutionary pressure 
and become more generalist.9,10 Industrialised farming to 
feed a growing population creates a dire risk for virus emer-
gence. Genetic diversity among farm animals is often low, 
and the animals can be in states of poor health and high stress 
while in extremely dense populations. These factors are ideal 
for viral evolution during sustained animal-to-animal trans-
mission. Particularly concerning examples include fur farms 
and farming of non-domestic species, where a number of 
novel and previously described viruses of concern have 
been identified across multiple species including outbreaks 
of SARS-CoV-2 and influenza in European fur farms.5,11–13 

The net result of prolonged viral evolution in response to 
selective pressures or prolonged transmission is an increased 
risk of disease emergence in the human population by 
zoonosis. 

Anthropogenic climate change has increased the fre-
quency and severity of extreme weather events. The after-
math of these events creates an opportunity for disease 
emergence as infrastructure is often damaged, and the 
dynamics of wildlife and disease vectors shift.14,15 Of par-
ticular risk are events that lead to a lack of clean water and, 
in some cases, an increase in stagnant water around urban 
settlements, which can drive increased mosquito popula-
tions.16,17 These conditions have been witnessed in 
Australia over the 2020–2023 period, with increased severe 
flooding events coinciding with both an increase in mos-
quito populations and an increase in arboviral disease, 
including the emergence of Japanese encephalitis virus 
(JEV) in south-eastern Australia.18 The outbreak likely 
stemmed from the introduction of the virus from the 
Torres Strait Islands, Papua New guinea and Indonesian 
territories, where the outbreak genotype (IV) had previously 
been identified.19 A serosurvey within this period indicated 
that 1 in 11 people sampled across the New South Wales and 
Victorian border showed evidence of exposure to JEV.20 The 
JEV outbreak demonstrated the role that anthropogenic 

climate change can play in the broader chain of arbovirus 
transmission: the virus was most likely imported into 
Australia through infected migratory birds opportunistically 
seeking flooded areas, followed by spread into porcine 
amplifying hosts by the increased population of mosquito 
vectors.19 

Despite the advantages of being isolated with a generally 
low population density, it is crucial that Australia is pre-
pared for the next international pandemic event. Some key 
steps will include monitoring any emerging disease out-
breaks globally and being prepared to act accordingly, and 
heeding warnings surrounding the risks associated with 
increased urbanisation and industrialisation.21 However, of 
arguably the most importance is that we understand little 
about the ecology and epidemiology of zoonotic viruses in 
Australia and the associated risk of disease emergence. 

The threat of animal reservoirs in Australia 

Viruses that can jump hosts and sustain transmission in 
these new hosts are referred to as generalist viruses. 
Generalists are the most likely viruses to gain the ability 
to infect humans and sustain transmission within the human 
population through frequent exposure events, likely occur-
ring at the human–animal interface through activities such 
as farming and hunting. For example, SARS-CoV-2 has 
jumped from wildlife into humans and subsequently spilled 
back into several wild and domestic animal species.9,22 

These viruses generally accumulate mutations as they 
adapt to their hosts that can lead to increased disease sever-
ity and transmissibility.23 To realise fully the risk of gener-
alist viruses emerging within Australia, it is important to 
consider the species richness within the continent. 

Australia has a unique assemblage of endemic flora and 
fauna that have evolved over many millions of years in 
response to both reproductive isolation and changes in cli-
mate over time.24 The incidence of emerging zoonotic dis-
eases has a strong correlation with increased mammalian 
species richness.25 This is not surprising in an evolutionary 
context: the phylogenetic distance effect is theoretically and 
empirically known to affect the success of a pathogenic host 
switch, with a horizontal host switch more likely to occur 
across more closely related species.26,27 However, the threat 
is not restricted to mammals: zoonotic transmission is 
known to occur from other animal groups such as birds.28 

To date, several animal groups have been identified as 
potential and realised sources of zoonotic disease emergence 
in Australia. Bats, rodents and birds are established reser-
voirs of viruses capable of spill over into humans such as 
influenza, hantaviruses, lyssaviruses and Hendra virus. 
Sporadic Hendra virus outbreaks have occurred at the inter-
face of domestic species and wildlife in New South Wales 
and Queensland since 1994, characterised by high levels of 
morbidity and mortality in horses and humans.29 An out-
break of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus was detected in 
New South Wales as a result of the 2021 ‘mouse plague’ 
experienced in the region, and it is now suspected that the 
virus may be widespread in the Australian rodent popula-
tion, although surveillance has not yet been conducted to 
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determine the geographic range of the virus.30 Macropods 
are suspected to be amplifying hosts for several arbovirus 
species (the informal grouping for any virus spread by an 
arthropod vector) in Australia (Fig. 1).31–33 Introduced pigs 
and chickens are also known reservoirs of influenza 
virus.34,35 However, there is still much to learn about the 
diversity and ecology of viruses in Australian wildlife, 
including their true range and prevalence. 

To date, metagenomic virus discovery studies have been 
conducted for several native and invasive species in 
Australia including rabbits,36 foxes,37 bats,38 dasyurids 
(marsupial carnivores),39 koalas40 and shorebirds,41 but 
expanding the number of species studied and the geographi-
cal range of these studies is needed to understand the 
dynamics of the Australian ‘virome’. It is particularly impor-
tant to conduct unbiased metagenomic screening of domes-
tic species in frequent contact with humans, wildlife at the 
human–animal interface, and common invertebrate vectors 
of disease (e.g. mosquitoes, ticks). The latter are known 
hosts of arboviruses, which represent a significant threat 
to Australia with over 75 arboviruses having been identified 
on the continent.42–44 

As climate change shifts weather patterns across 
Australia, it will be important to better understand the 
geographic range of endemic and emerging arboviruses 
such as Dengue virus, Kunjin virus, Ross River virus (RRV) 

and JEV,44 and the ways in which these ranges will respond 
to climate change. For example, increased flooding in some 
regions could create conditions ideal for increased migration 
of viraemic birds and population expansion of arboviral 
vectors, but, conversely, increased aridity in other regions 
might actually decrease the risk of disease emergence. 
Additionally, viruses that already occur across extremely 
widespread and climatically variable geographic ranges 
(e.g. Barmah Forest virus, BFV; RRV) might be less affected 
by anticipated climate change. The dynamics of these 
viruses cannot be fully understood without widespread mon-
itoring. Sentinel surveillance has been undertaken in north-
ern Australia for decades, especially after the introduction of 
the Northern Australia Quarantine Strategy in 1989. For 
example, this monitoring in northern Australia has aimed 
to identify cases of Dengue virus and JEV,45,46 including 
through sentinel surveillance of pigs and mosquitoes.46 In 
other regions of Australia, surveillance programs focus more 
on detection of MVEV and KUNV in sentinel populations of 
chickens or in opportunistic sampling of mosquito vectors.47 

Despite the strengths of the existing system, there is a strong 
need to invest further in capability building and infra-
structure to expand the surveillance network as the threat 
of emerging diseases increases. As the genomic era gains 
momentum in Australia, an increased use of metagenomics- 
based methods for surveillance and outbreak monitoring 

• Hendra virus
• Australian bat lyssavirus

• Ross River virus
• Barmah Forest virus 

• Highly pathogenic avian influenza virus
• Newcastle disease virus
• Japanese encephalitis virus
• Kunjin virus 

Fig. 1. Native reservoirs of zoonotic viruses in Australia, including bats, macropods and water birds, and the 
zoonotic viruses they are associated with. Viruses written in bold text are arboviruses vectored by 
mosquitoes.    
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will be of great benefit, although the scale of such a study 
across a landmass that is largely unpopulated is a great 
challenge. 

Current and emerging threats to Australia 

The COVID-19 pandemic most recently brought the risk and 
consequences of a pandemic into the public consciousness. 
Subsequent international outbreaks of Mpox and Ebola have 
also received strong media attention, however, respiratory 
viruses such as novel strains of influenza, or another novel 
coronavirus, are far more likely to cause the next global 
pandemic. Influenza has caused four pandemic events in the 
past 100 years, and influenza infections are seemingly 
increasing in frequency.48 The viruses’ wide host range 
and segmented genome leads to frequent genomic reassort-
ment events, resulting in new strains. At present, the high 
pathogenicity avian influenza (HPAI) H5 virus is spreading 
globally through sea birds leading to mass mortality events, 
as well as causing spillover outbreaks in marine mammals 
and (occasionally) humans.49 The virus has not yet been 
detected in Australia and, therefore, is not considered an 
imminent risk to human health, but is worth monitoring. 
It is crucial that there is a widespread capacity for the 
surveillance of viral threats in Australia, with detection 
not hampered by inter-jurisdictional differences in labora-
tory or analytical protocols.50 

Australia suffers from periodic outbreaks of endemic 
virus species, many of which are arboviruses. Arboviruses 
present a significant outbreak threat, particularly in tropical 
regions and in the aftermath of severe weather events. Of 
the arboviruses identified in Australia, many are endemic to 
the tropical northern region of the country, but others are 
more widespread as host and vector generalist (e.g. RRV, 
BFV). Outbreak can be common in regions where Australia’s 
population centres are located (Fig. 2).44 Alphaviruses 
(e.g. RRV, BFV), orthoflaviviruses (e.g. Murray Valley ence-
phalitis virus, MVEV; Kunjin virus, KUNV)51,52 and ortho-
bunyaviruses (e.g. Gan Gan virus)53 are all examples of 
arboviruses that have caused sporadic outbreaks of disease 
across Australia. These outbreaks are usually linked to 
extreme weather events that result in higher-than-normal 
levels of precipitation, as well as associated abnormal 
increases in the viral vector populations. For example, an 
outbreak of MVEV occurred in 2023 across Australia with 
cases detected in Victoria, Western Australia, Northern 
Territory, and the first case reported in New South Wales. 
This outbreak was suspected to have resulted from a pattern 
of extreme rainfall during the outbreak period.54 There is 
also ongoing concern that arboviruses that are not currently 
endemic in Australia, such as Zika virus, Chikungunya virus 
and Yellow fever virus, could emerge through widespread 
outbreaks following introduction by international travellers. 
These viruses have spread across Asia and South America 
from their original point of emergence as a consequence of 
the spread of their vector, the Aedes aegypti mosquito. Local 
transmission of Dengue virus has occurred several times 
within northern Queensland because of infected travellers 
returning to the region. At present, within Australia 

A. aegypti is only found in Queensland as an invasive 
species, and A. albopictus (another Dengue virus vector) is 
established in the Torres Strait but not on the mainland. 
Previous work has also suggested that other native mosquito 
species could possibly serve as a vector for viruses of concern 
(e.g. JEV).18 Continual monitoring to sample the virome of 
mosquito species is key to preventing the emergence of 
devastating arbovirus species in Australia.44 

There are also other less common viral threats in 
Australia, including paramyxoviruses. The Hendra virus is 
likely endemic in the flying fox populations of eastern 
Australia, and results in sporadic outbreaks within horses 
and occasional onwards transmission from horses into 
humans. Additionally, recently a case of Newcastle disease 
virus caused fatal disease in a child in eastern Australia.55,56 

Likewise, there have also been a small number of spillover 
events of Australian bat lyssavirus, a relative of the rabies 
virus, causing disease in humans.57 However, the spillover 
events associated with these viruses are incidental, with 
humans representing a ‘dead end host’. 

Conclusions 

The COVID-19 pandemic exposed Australia’s strengths and 
weaknesses in responding to a global pandemic virus 

Murray Valley encephalitis virus
Kunjin virus
Hendra virus
Barmah Forest virus
Ross River virus

Japanese encephalitis virus
Dengue

Chikungunya

Highly pathogenic avian influenza
Novel strains of influenza

Yellow fever virus
Zika virus

Fig. 2. Endemic and emerging viruses in Australia. The approximate 
geographic ranges of these endemic viruses are shown in coloured 
regions, based on where they are most frequently reported in clinical 
cases or detected in sentinel surveillance. However, it is important to 
note that these viruses can, and have been, more rarely detected in 
other areas of Australia, such as Barmah Forest virus being detected 
as far south as Tasmania. 58 Viruses of predicted emergence risk from 
neighbouring regions are indicated with a solid arrow. Viruses of 
predicted risk from broader international regions are indicated with 
a broken arrow.   
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emergence event. As anthropogenic activities continue to 
increase the risk of virus emergence, we must be prepared 
for the emergence of viruses in the future, both within 
Australia and internationally. For example, increasing 
extreme weather events are already expanding the range 
and endemicity of pathogenic arbovirus species (e.g. JEV). 
The main threats for future pandemics are the emergence 
and spread of respiratory viruses such as influenza and 
arboviruses. To prepare for such events, it is crucial that 
unbiased virus surveillance (e.g. metagenomics) programs 
be funded across the continent to better understand the 
diversity of viruses in Australia, the dynamics of virus ecol-
ogy and the geographic range of viruses with potential to 
cause disease outbreaks in humans. 
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